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Mechanism of strength reduction along the
graphenization pathway
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Even though polycrystalline graphene has shown a surprisingly high tensile strength, the influence of inherent
grain boundaries on such property remains unclear. We study the fracture properties of a series of polycrystalline
graphenemodels of increasing thermodynamic stability, as obtained from a longmolecular dynamics simulation
at an elevated temperature. All of the models show the typical and well-documented brittle fracture behavior of
polycrystalline graphene; however, a clear decrease in all fracture properties is observed with increasing anneal-
ing time. The remarkably high fracture properties obtained for the most disordered (less annealed) structures
arise from the formation of many nonpropagating prefracture cracks, significantly retarding failure. The stability
of these reversible cracks is due to the nonlocal character of load transfer after a bond rupture in very disordered
systems. It results in an insufficient strain level on neighboring bonds to promote fracture propagation. Although
polycrystallinity seems to be an unavoidable feature of chemically synthesized graphenes, these results suggest
that targeting highly disordered states might be a convenient way to obtain improved mechanical properties.

INTRODUCTION

The outstanding electronic, thermal, and mechanical properties of
graphene have attracted considerable interest after its discovery by
Novoselov et al. (1). Today, it is considered as a particularly promising
building-block material for many nanotechnological applications
such as transistors (2), nanomechanical resonators (3), or flexible elec-
tronics (4). Large-scale production of graphene is usually achieved
through chemical vapor deposition (CVD) (5) or through reduction
of graphene oxide (6, 7). An important drawback of these chemically
derived graphenes is their polycrystalline nature, which can affect their
properties (8). Grain boundaries (GBs) in CVD graphenes have been
shown tomainly consist in serpent-like, often discontinuous, chains of
pentagon-heptagon pairs (8–12). Other topological (point or extended)
defects, as well as holes, have also been observed (11, 13) in CVD sam-
ples and in reduced graphene oxide at even higher concentrations (13).

Nanoindentation tests performed by Lee et al. (14) on polycrystal-
line samples with grain sizes in the range 1 to 100 mm did not exhibit
any measurable property reduction with respect to pristine graphene
(15). Similar experiments performed by Rasool et al. (8) on bicrystal-
line samples indicated a strength reduction of around 40 to 50% for
low-angle GBs, in agreement with theoretical calculations on ideal tilt
GBs (16, 17). Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were also used to
investigate the mechanics of more realistic polycrystalline graphene
(PCG) models (18–21), constructed either from the growth of differ-
ent randomly oriented graphene seeds (18, 21) or from the Voronoï
tessellation of randomly oriented grains (20). Brittle fracture was ob-
served in all of these studies, with crack nucleation occurring at bonds
shared by a hexagon and a heptagon at GB ends or junctions. Young’s
modulus increased with grain size, whereas the ultimate (or failure)
strain decreased. Most recent investigations indicated an increase

(inverse pseudo–Hall-Petch effect) in intrinsic strength with increasing
grain size (20, 21), although earlier work on less disordered systems
indicated the opposite (pseudo–Hall-Petch) effect (22). A detailed
picture of the relationship between the structure (nature and spatial
arrangement of grains and GBs) and the fracture properties and mech-
anisms is needed. Especially, the evolution of these properties along a
thermodynamic path connecting highly disordered graphenes to their
pristine counterpart remains unexplored.

In this work, we study the fracture properties of a highly dis-
ordered PCG model produced by a quench algorithm and their evo-
lutions after exposure for increasing times at elevated temperatures,
during which both the grain size and the nature and amount of GB
evolve progressively toward pristine graphene. Our results show that
fracture properties, including strain, stress, and energy, are significantly
reduced along such a “graphenization” path.We then show that fracture
in the most disordered (less annealed) models is delayed by the forma-
tion of many stable and reversible prefracture cracks (PFCs), with the
latter being stabilized by the nonlocal character of load transfer after a
bond rupture in highly disordered systems.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows our starting PCGmodel obtained from a long templated
liquid-quenchMD simulation. It is composed of disoriented hexagonal
graphene domains connected by serpent-like high-angle GBs (Fig. 1B) in
a highly disordered fashion. Some low-angle GBs (or subgrain bound-
aries) formed by distant, yet aligned, pentagon-heptagon pairs can also
be observed (compare the lowmisorientation angle in Fig. 1C to the one
in Fig. 1B). Other topological point defects include dislocation cores
made of isolated pentagon-heptagon pairs (nonclosing Burger’s circuit
in Fig. 1C), as well as lattice-preserving reconstructions of the divacancy
(23–25) defect (Fig. 1D). Some planar amorphous domains at the junc-
tion of different GBs (Fig. 1E) are also observed. A few atoms (fewer than
0.1% of the total number) depart from the threefold sp2 coordination.
These defects, formed during the quench simulation, are mostly planar
fourfold atoms, a well-known artifact from the reactive empirical bond
order (REBO) family of interatomic potentials (26).
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Unlike most models produced so far (18–21, 27), which show com-
pact grains with low polydispersity, our approach leads to more dis-
ordered arrangements of grains and GBs with a high variability of
shapes and sizes.

The model presented in Fig. 1 seems, however, to be a good repre-
sentation of a PCG in the high polycrystallinity limit [see Fig. 1 in
Kurasch et al. (11) or Fig. 2 in Gómez-Navarro et al. (13)]. An ad-
vantage of the quench approach used in this work relates to the sta-
bility of the obtained GBs and point defects. Experimental observations
of GBs (8–11) only revealed the presence of pentagons and heptagons.
Other nonhexagonal rings (NHRs) such as tetragons, octagons, or
nonagons, which are sometimes observed in graphene systems, are
generally assumed to result from prolonged electron irradiation (28)
or chemical treatment (oxidation/reduction) (13). The ratio

f ¼ nm<5 þ nm>7

n5 þ n7

where ni is the number of imember rings, can thus be considered as a
reasonable indicator of the realism of the GBs present in the models (the
lower the ratio is, themore realistic is themodel). For themodel of Fig. 1, f=
0.01, which is around 20 times lower than for the models proposed by
Kotakoski andMeyer (18) (f=0.22). Its average grain size is estimated to
be in the range 3.3 to 4.2 nm (for the methodology of grain size deter-
mination, see Materials and Methods).

In Fig. 2, we show the evolution of the PCGmodel occurring during
a 25-ns thermal annealing at 4000K.A clear evolution toward the struc-
ture of graphene is observed with a significant decrease in potential
energy (around30meVper atom) (Fig. 2D), concomitantwith an increase
in grain size (up to 5.1 to 8.3 nm) (Fig. 2E). Graphenization is induced
by the transformation of pentagons and heptagons (Fig. 2G) into hexa-
gons (Fig. 2F) through well-known Stone-Wales bond rotations. It re-

sults in the disappearance of the smallest grains (red ellipse in Fig. 2, A
to C). The process is extremely quick in the initial 5 ns of annealing and
then slows down. Obtained data for potential energy, grain size, and ring
analysis seem to reach a plateau after 20 ns of simulation. The connec-
tivity ofNHRs is a relevant indicator of the structure of PCGs:NHRs are
connected to two otherNHRs inGBs—to oneNHR atGB ends or at dis-
location cores and to three or more NHRs at GB junctions or in the
core of large disordered areas. The proportion of NHRs connected to
twoNHRs (Fig. 2H) gradually increases during thermal annealing from
≈58 to ≈65%, indicating an increase in the proportion of continuous
GBs with respect to point defects and subgrain boundaries. During the
initial 5 ns of annealing, the fractions of NHR having one and three or
more first neighbors significantly increase and decrease, respectively,
froma common coincidental initial value of 18%. This is consistentwith
the quick disappearance of large point defects and the rise of isolated
pentagon-heptagon pairs observed in the models (compare Fig. 2, A
and B, to Fig. 1). In the remaining heat treatment simulation, the frac-
tion of NHRs having a unique NHR neighbor seems to slowly decrease
from ≈34% after 5 ns of annealing to ≈25% after 25 ns. This is con-
sistent with the early stages of the polygonization process: the migra-
tion of randomly located dislocation cores (blue rectangles in Fig. 2,
A and B) toward well-defined, rather continuous, GBs (green rectan-
gles in Fig. 2C).

We now describe the mechanical properties of the PCG model at
different levels of the graphenization process. Typical stress-strain
curves obtained from uniaxial tensile test simulations before and after
25 ns of annealing are compared to those of pristine graphene in Fig. 3A.
All of the data presented here were obtained using the recently intro-
duced screened environment-dependent (SED)–REBO potential (29).
The latter has been specifically developed to overcome well-known
cutoff artifacts in fracture simulations of carbon systems using REBO
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A 

Fig. 1. PCG model obtained from liquid-quench MD simulation. (A) Full-size representation. (B to E) Enlargement on serpent-like GBs (B), subgrain
boundaries (C), point defects (D), and amorphous domains (E). Black: bonds between two atoms that either are nonthreefold or belong to an NHR; white:
other bonds; blue spheres: twofold atoms; red spheres: fourfold atoms; red lines in (B) and (C): some grain orientations; blue arrow in (C): a nonclosing
Burger’s circuit around a dislocation core.
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potentials (30, 31). In SED-REBO formalism, first-neighbor interactions
extend up to 0.33 nm (perfectly fitting the density functional theory
isotropic expansion-compression curves of graphene and diamond),
instead of 0.2 nm with conventional REBO potentials (either with a
hard cutoff or smoothly switched from 0.17 nm).

The failure strengths of pristine graphene are 109 and 129GPa for
the AC and ZZ directions, respectively, which correspond to failure
strains of 17 and 24%. Young’s modulus, obtained in the linear part of
the curves, has values of 875 GPa (AC direction) and 798 GPa (ZZ di-
rection). The two PCG models show a brittle behavior, similar to the
one observed for graphene. However, as reported in an earlier work
(19), the linear elastic behavior is only obtained after a few percentages
of deformation, during which defect-induced out-of-plane wrinkles
get flattened. Both failure strength and strain are reduced by around
50% in the PCG models with respect to graphene. Young’s modulus
(around 800 GPa) remains close to that of pristine graphene. Another
interesting observation from Fig. 3A is that both failure stress and strain
seem to be reducedwhen going fromquenched PCGmodels to graphe-
nized PCG models.

In Fig. 3 (B to E), we show the evolutions of failure strain (e*),
failure stress (s*), fracture energy ½E ¼ ∫e�0 sðeÞde�, and Young’s mod-
ulus (Y) as a function of annealing time for tensile tests performed along
the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions. Despite considerable fluc-
tuations, significant reductions of e*, s*, and E can be observed along

the graphenization pathway, whereas stiffness (Y) conversely increases
(some abnormally high values of Y obtained for some models are dis-
cussed in fig. S1). One canmore precisely see that all of these properties
evolve rather slowly up to 15 ns of annealing, namely, when the largest
structural changes occur. Then, quick changes in properties with anneal-
ing timeare observed.Meanwhile, onlyminor structural rearrangements—
mainly reordering of GBs, as monitored by the increase in the number
of NHRs with two NHR neighbors—occur in the system.

While the increase in Ywith annealing time was expected, the ob-
served significant strength reduction (including decreases in failure
stress, failure strain, and fracture energy) is rather counterintuitive, al-
though some controversy regarding the existence, or not, of a pseudo–
Hall-Petch effect in PCGs has been reported in the recent literature
(20, 22). In Fig. 4, we investigate themicroscopic origin of such a strength
reduction by closely looking at the fracture initiation process for two
of the above-presented systems: a strong and a weak PCGmodel ob-
tained after 5 and 25 ns of annealing, respectively.

Snapshots of the two systems in the very few steps preceding a
dramatic fracture (corresponding to 11.15 and 7.90% strain for the sys-
tems annealed for 5 and 25ns, respectively) are shown in Fig. 4 (A andB).
In both cases, as in previous studies (16, 17, 19, 20, 22), fracture propa-
gates from a broken sp2 bond shared by a hexagon and a heptagon (this
kind of bond having longer initial lengths than other configurations),
either at a GB end (Fig. 4C) or at an isolated pentagon-heptagon pair
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Fig. 2. Graphenization of the PCGmodel. (A to C) Snapshots of the system after thermal annealing at 4000 K for (A) 2.5 ns, (B) 5 ns, and (C) 25 ns. (D to I)
Evolutions (with annealing time) of (D) potential energy per atom, (E) average grain size, (F) fractions of rings that are hexagons, (G) fractions of rings that are
pentagons andheptagons, and (Hand I) the connectivity (in terms of edge-sharingpolygons) of NHRs: (H) fractions ofNHRs having twoNHRneighbors and (I)
fractions of NHRs having one NHR neighbor and three or more NHR neighbors . The color code for (A) to (C) is the same as in Fig. 1.
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(Fig. 4D). Note that ≈0.1% of nonthreefold atoms are never involved in
the fracture initiation process or in the early steps of its propagation. We
thus conclude that these defects have very limited effect on the material’s
failure properties. Looking closely at Fig. 4A, we see that fracture does
not propagate from the first broken bond. Instead, up to 19 bonds get
broken at apparently randomly located defects (red arrows in Fig. 4A
and blue curve in Fig. 4F) before the sheet actually fails. The first of these
(single bond or few bonds) nanocracks (an opened dislocation core)
occurs at a strain slightly below 8%, whereas fracture only takes place
at around 11.3% strain (Fig. 4F). Most of these nanocracks also take
place at bonds shared by hexagons and heptagons. We did not observe
any clear correlation between the order at which these bonds fail and
their initial elongations (fig. S2), although the first one to fail was also
the one with the highest elongation. The initial length of the bonds is
not the only criterion that can influence the order of their failures. Other
criteria certainly include their orientations with respect to tension direc-
tion, local environments, and initial out-of-plane orientations.

The situation is different for the system annealed for 25 ns (Fig. 4B).
Although the first nanocrack occurs at almost the same strain level as
for the system annealed for 5 ns (7.7%), it is quickly followed by a cat-
astrophic fracture at around 8.4% strain, after only three to four nano-
crack events (Fig. 4F). Thus, there is strong evidence that the possibility
of having such nonpropagating PFCs in themost disordered graphenes
can significantly enhance their mechanical properties. A clear indica-
tion of this is provided in Fig. 4G, where the evolutions of the average
bond distances between atoms belonging to hexagons only (H-H)
and/or defects (H-D/D-D) are plotted. As can be seen, the average bond
lengths evolve almost equallywith applied strain in the two systems up
to fracture. The important difference is that fracture is significantly
retarded in the most disordered system, leading to significantly larger

average bond elongations when it eventually occurs. The change in slope
observed between 8 and 11% strain for H–D bonds in the system an-
nealed for 5 ns arises from the fact that 19 D–D bonds in this strain
interval get broken, thus releasing some stress or strain on the neigh-
boring H–D bonds.

The formation of PFCs observed in this work cannot be considered
as a conventional plasticity effect because there is no defect mobility
involved here and the fracture profiles remain entirely brittle. Further-
more, we have performed an unloading simulation during which the
system of Fig. 4A was brought back to mechanical equilibrium by
decreasing the applied strain at the same rate as in loading simulations.
All but one of the PFCs disappeared during this simulation, reforming
the broken bonds with relatively little hysteresis effect (fig. S3). PFC
formation is thus a reversible pseudoelastic effect.

In Fig. 5A, we plot the evolution of the number of PFCs in tensile
tests along x and y as a function of annealing time. A clear decreasing
trend is observed, indicating that the probability of forming these stable
nanocracks decreases with increasing degree of graphenization. Mean-
while, both the average strain e1 = 0.073 ± 0.007 and the average stress
s1 = 43.41 ± 6.14 GPa at which the first nanocrack occurs do not show
any particular evolutions with annealing time, even though large fluc-
tuations are observed from one model to another (fig. S4). These data
can be considered as hypothetical lower bounds of the fracture strain
and stress in the limit of a perfectly brittle system inwhich the first broken
bond immediately leads to fracture. Evolutions of the average fracture
strain, stress, and energy with the number of PFCs are given in Fig. 5
(B, C, andD, respectively).Despite large error bars, the correlation between
the material’s resistance to fracture and the number of PFCs is evident.
The possibility of forming stable PFCs allows extending the elasticity
limit up to around 50% for both strain and stress, as shown in fig. S5.

A B C

D E

Fig. 3. Tensile properties along the graphenization path. (A) Typical tensile curves for PCG before (blue) and after (red) 25 ns of thermal annealing
at 4000 K [data for pristine graphene along the AC (yellow) and ZZ (green) directions are given for comparison]. (B to E) Evolutions (with annealing
time) of (B) failure strain (e*), (C) failure stress (s*), (D) fracture energy (E), and (E) Young’s modulus (Y). Blue circles: tensile tests along the horizontal (x)
direction; red squares: tensile tests along the vertical (y) direction.
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We performed two additional series of tensile simulations on the
systems annealed for 5 and 25 ns (still along y) to check the dependence
of our findings on the used strain rate and interatomic potential. In the
first series, the tests were repeated at a five-times-slower strain rate
(namely, 2 × 108 s−1 instead of 109 s−1). In the second series, we used
the second-generation REBO (instead of SED-REBO) potential, with
a hard cutoff set at 0.2 nm, as in most simulation work published so
far (12, 16–20, 22, 27). As shown in table S1, all fracture properties ob-
tained with the slower strain rate (including e*, s*, number of PFCs,
e1, and s1 are within the error bars of those obtained at the higher
strain rate, indicating that strain rate effects are very limited. How-
ever, properties obtained with the REBO potential and the hard cutoff
(table S1) show a 30 to 50% reduction with respect to those obtained
with the more accurate SED-REBO potential. The formation of PFCs
in the latter simulations is considerably reduced and so are their effects
on the fracture properties.

Having evidenced the correlation between the number of PFCs and
the fracture properties, we now try to understandwhy single-bond cracks
seem tohave a high probability of inducing fracture in themost ordered—
not in the most disordered—graphene sheets. In Fig. 6, we look at frac-
ture initiation in the two systems described in Fig. 4. We start with the

5 ns 25 ns A B 

C 

D E 

F 

G 

Fig. 4. Prefracture states of PCG annealed for 5 and 25 ns (from tensile tests along y). (A andB) Snapshots of the systems close to failure (A: 5 ns at
e = 11.15%; B: 25 ns at e = 7.90%) exhibiting numerous nonpropagating nanocracks in (A), as indicated by red arrows. (C to E) Enlargements of the
boxed areas in (A) and (B) color-coded according to bond distance (blue, <0.15 nm; cyan, 0.15 to 0.1533 nm; green, 0.1533 to 0.1567 nm; yellow, 0.1567
to 0.16 nm; brown, 0.16 to 0.1675 nm; orange, 0.1675 to 0.175 nm; red >0.175 nm). (F) Evolution (with strain) of the number of broken sp2 bonds
(nanocracks). (G) Evolution (with strain) of the average length of sp2 bonds (H, atoms forming the bonds in a hexagonal environment; D, atoms forming
the bonds in a defective environment). Fracture in the two systems will eventually propagate from the nanocracks shown in (C) and (D).

A B 

C D 

Fig. 5. Effects of the number of PFCs on fracture properties. (A) Number
of PFCs as a function of annealing time. (B toD) Evolutions (with the number
of PFCs) of (B) fracture strain, (C) fracture stress, and (D) fracture energy.
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resilient system corresponding to 5 ns of annealing (Fig. 6A). A PFC first
forms at the bond between red atoms (Fig. 6C) at a strain of around 0.089
when the latter has an average length of around 0.177 nm; this exactly
corresponds to the average distance at which PFCs are formed (0.175 ±
0.005 nm as averaged over the 19 PFCs obtained in this system). This
PFC immediately induces some strain (load transfer) on a neighboring
bond (blue atoms) whose length increases from 0.156 to ≈0.166 nm
(part of the load is also transferred to the bond between pink atoms,
but to a lesser extent). Then, all vertically aligned bonds undergo a con-
stant progressive elongation with applied strain. At around 11.15%
strain, the bond between blue atoms reaches a length of ≈0.175 nm
(averaging over fluctuations) and eventually fails (Fig. 6D). Again, this
promotes an increase in bond lengths on the neighboring bonds (mainly
between pink and green atoms), which eventually fail after an addi-
tional 0.25% tension during which their lengths get close to the bond
rupture threshold. The rupture of these bonds immediately leads to
the breakdown of the bond between orange atoms, even though the
bond length (0.16 nm) is relatively far from the threshold, and initiates
the catastrophic fracture of the sheet. Overall, ≈2.5% extra strain was
applied between the appearance of the PFC (Fig. 6C) and the failure of
the sheet (Fig. 6, E and F). A qualitatively similar behavior is observed
for the systempresented in Fig. 6B: (i) formation of a PFC at the bond of
red atoms (Fig. 6G); (ii) delayed rupture of the bonds of neighboring
blue atoms (Fig. 6H) then green atoms (Fig. 6I); and (iii) immediate
rupture of the bond of pink atoms followed by the catastrophic fracture
(Fig. 6J). However, a major difference from the case of Fig. 6A is that,
here, all steps of the process take place within a narrow strain interval of
only≈0.6%,which is too short to allow for the formation ofmanyPFCs.
The reason for this is that, unlike in the resilient system, we can see in

Fig. 6B that every time a bond breaks, a neighboring bond is almost
immediately elongated to the rupture threshold.

DISCUSSION

Using MD simulations and the SED-REBO potential, we have studied
the fracture properties of a PCG model prepared by a liquid-quench
method and their evolutions along a 25-ns thermal annealing simula-
tion at an elevated temperature. We have shown that, counterintuitive-
ly, all fracture properties reduce while the model progressively evolves
toward graphene. An explanation for the high resilience of the less
annealed models is the formation of numerous reversible PFCs. The
reversible PFCs, acting as mechanical fuses, significantly retard fracture
or, in other words, increase the limit of elasticity (fig. S5). Our results
also suggest that graphenization strengthens the local character of load
transfer after a bond rupture, progressively suppressing the formation
of stable cracks and hence reducing the overall strength of the system.
Although the usual goal of the synthesis of graphene and other two-
dimensional covalent materials is increase in grain size, the present work
suggests that working onGBs, and especially promoting disorder,might
be an additional direction to look at to improve mechanical strength.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of the models
Atomistic models of PCG were prepared as follows. First, an initial
configuration was generated by random insertions of 10,032 atoms (with

C D E F 

G H I J 
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E,F 
G 

H 
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J 

A B 

Fig. 6. Initial steps in the catastrophic fracture of PCGs annealed for 5 and 25 ns (from tensile tests along y). (A and B) Evolutions (with nominal
strain) of the length of chemical bonds involved in the fracture process for annealing times of (A) 5 ns and (B) 25 ns (dashed line: average distance at
which PFCs form). (C to J) Snapshots at different strain levels [bonds are colored as in Fig. 4 (C to E); atoms (spheres) are colored according to the
corresponding curves in (A) and (B)].
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a nonoverlap condition) in a periodic orthorhombic box of roughly
16 nm (x) × 16 nm (y) × 20 nm (z), corresponding to a perfect graphene
sheet on the xy plane. This systemwas quickly equilibrated in the liquid
phase by MD simulations at 8000 K with the second-generation REBO
potential (30) and then quenched to room temperature with a non-
uniform temperature ramp having its minimum rate (0.5 K/ps) around
themelting point of carbon (32).During the quench, an external potential

Vext eVð Þ ¼ cos
2p

0:335
z − p

� �
þ 1 for jzj < 0:335

2
nm

ensured that the system regrouped into a unique planar PCG sheet
centered on z = 0. This structure was then simulated for 25 ns at
4000 K, and configurations were stored and quickly cooled to room
temperature every 2.5 ns. During annealing, up to 31 atoms evaporated
from the sheet. They were removed from the system before property
calculations. The 11 resulting structures (10 annealed and 1 raw) were
then relaxed at room temperature and zero pressure for 750 ps with the
SED-REBO potential (29).

Structural analysis
Standard structural analysismethods were used to determine coordination
and ring statistics.Themaindifficultyherewasproviding someestimatesof
the average size of hexagonal graphene domains. Twomethods were used
for that aim. In the first approach, we started by computing the average
distance d between hexagonal atoms and their closest defect atom. The
relationship D = 6.1d – 0.14 (determined on ideal graphene flakes,
assuming that edge atoms act as defects) allows the determination of
the average diameter D of circular graphene domains contained in the
model. This method, sharing the philosophy of the one proposed by
Gelb and Gubbins (33) to determine pore size distributions, provides
a lower bound for the average grain size. The second method is based
on a circular core shellmodel, where graphene grains of diameterD con-
stitute the core and the shell of thickness l is a GB shared by two grains
(34). In such a system, the surface fraction of hexagonal graphene reads

ϕG ¼ D2

D2 þ 2lDþ 2l2

Assuming that l is given by the average diameter of a ring, we end up
with l = 0.253 nm. An estimation of the average hexagonal grain sizeD
in PCGs can thus be obtained from the fraction of hexagonal rings,
equal to ϕG, if we assume that, on average, hexagonal rings and NHRs
have the same area [this should hold because the ratio of (smaller) pen-
tagons to (larger) heptagons is always close to unity]. This approach con-
siders monodisperse circular rings, two assumptions maximizing the
grain size for a given ϕG. For this reason, the obtained grain sizes are con-
sidered to constituteupperbounds.However, thepresenceofdiscontinuities
in GBs has the opposite effect (that is, they tend to underestimate the ap-
parent grain size). Nevertheless, Farbos et al. (34) showed that the grain
sizes obtained with this second approach are very close to the coherence
length La derived from diffraction calculations.

Fracture simulations
Fracture properties were obtained from uniaxial tensile test simula-
tions performed usingMD simulations and the SED-REBO potential
(29). A deformation was applied to one dimension (x or y) at a constant
engineering strain rate of 1 ns−1. Poisson effects in the other plane
direction were accounted for by fixing the corresponding stress element
to zero, using a Berendsen barostat operated with a coupling parameter

of 104 GPa−1 · fs−1 and a Berendsen thermostat operated at a tempera-
ture of 300 K with a 50-fs time constant (35). Equations of motion were
integrated with the velocity-Verlet scheme using a 0.5-fs time step. The
average properties and standard deviations (error bars) reported in
Results were obtained from five simulations with different sets of ini-
tial velocities, all corresponding to aMaxwell-Boltzmann distribution of
300 K. Two separate sets of data were presented for tensions along x
and y; because of the finite size of the polycrystalline models, the
propertieswere not expected to be entirely isotropic. Stress-strain curves
were then analyzed after the conversion of engineering strain into true
strain to determine elastic and fracture properties. Obtaining these prop-
erties was essentially trivial. The only subtlety here was related to the de-
termination of Young’s modulus (Y) because of well-known nonlinearity
at low strains due to both out-of-plane ripples at mechanical equilib-
rium (19) and the interatomic potential used (36). In this work, Y was
determined by fitting the stress-strain curves in the 3% strain interval
showing the highest slope. In some cases, we observed that this linear
domain takes place at large strains (up to 5 to 8%, as shown in fig. S1).
This can lead to relatively large errors because at such high strains, the
definition of true strain becomes significantly dependent on the defini-
tion of the origin of strain, which is a particularly sensitive issue in rippled
graphene systems. Finally, the interlayer spacing of graphite (0.335 nm)
was used as graphene thickness to express stress in pressure units and
fracture energy as volumetric energy. Although some controversies re-
garding this assumption exist, recent work based on the analysis of elec-
tron density in graphene and graphite (37) confirms that it is a reasonable
estimate.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/1/10/e1501009/DC1
Fig. S1. Determination of Young’s modulus.
Fig. S2. Effects of initial bond length on the appearance of PFCs.
Fig. S3. Reversibility of PFCs.
Fig. S4. Formation of the first PFC.
Fig. S5. Individual fracture stress versus fracture strain plots.
Table S1. Effects of strain rate and interatomic potential on fracture properties.
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